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The cycle begins again!
Welcome to the winter edition of the Lakes Community
Nurseries Newsletter produced by the Lakes Hub.
In this edition we would like to provide an update on what’s happening
in the nurseries as we embark on our fourth season growing for the
Coorong Lower Lakes & Murray Mouth Recovery
Project.
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2013 Propagation complete and planting well
underway.
Final inspections were conducted in May and the Community
Nurseries supplied over 250,000 plants this year.
Since then the volunteers and managers have been batching
plants into allocated sites for GWLAP Site Managers to collect.
We are also looking at proposed numbers for Winter species
and have some seed in the freezer ready to be sown in the
next few weeks.
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What’s Happening in the Nurseries!

Stocktake at Raukkan

Final inspections were undertaken in early May with a
shortfall of less than 1% of overall numbers required for the
program. Not to mention the extra orders supplied by the
network (over 8,000 plants) for the GWLAP swamp project
and Pt Sturt Landcare Group. Melaleuca Nursery has also
supplied 12,000 plants to the Coorong Tatiara LAP.
The GWLAP has also purchased an extra 9,000 plants on top
of the original order for infill planting. Everyone has been
busy batching plants into sites ready for pick up and sowing Final count at Finniss. No Helen we can’t
take any plants yet!
winter species and there are also plenty of tubes to be
washed at this time of year. Carole and her volunteers have
been busy managing the
Hold station at Clayton
hold station at Clayton
which has been set up as a
central point for plants
coming over from Meningie
and other nurseries. It has
the capacity to hold more
Another good season at Melaleuca
than 20,000 plants to go out onto sites nearby. All the work
at the holding station has been done by volunteers, with the
site now proudly displaying newly constructed and very well
made gates. They have also done an amazing job organising
despatch and delivery details.
Alexandrina Nursery will no
Inspection at Alexandrina
longer be growing for the
project due to other
commitments. It has been great working with Barbary and Tamara
and I would like to wish Tamara all the best with her move
interstate, the Network and our local environment will miss you.
In early May Jill Dennis was appointed nursery manager of the
Milang Environment Centre Community Nursery. Jill will be missed at Clayton Bay and Carole
Richardson has taken over the reins in the meantime. Deb has moved into her new role as
Shoreline Community Team Leader for MDCA and with assistance from Rhys Bradford will
continue to manage community and commercial planting groups and site maintenance activities.
Three of the volunteers from Clayton are now volunteering at Milang and Bill who is a retired
builder has built a brilliant fire drum with a flue attached to keep the volunteers warm. With help
from Brian they have also built a pergola over the lunch area and cut out more doorways to the
new extension. A leaf sensor and curtains have been installed in the hothouse to improve
conditions for cuttings.
Hothouse improvements

New doorways

The team enjoying a cuppa
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What’s Happening in the Nurseries!

Happy volunteers at HILG

Hindmarsh Island are well underway with their Winter
propagation and seeds like Callitris gracillis, Bursaria spinosa,
Hakea mitchellii, Dodonaea viscosa and Xanthorrhoea
semiplana have been in the fridge for some weeks. Maireana
oppositifolia was sown in late May and the samphire species
not long after. Unfortunately they are without a nursery
manager at present but the team have jumped in to take on
various tasks to get them through the busy season. It was a
pleasure spending time at a recent working bee and I was lucky enough to tag along with the
Fleurieu Birdwatchers around Ferryman’s Reserve. They are recording and photographing a
variety of bird species in the Reserve for display in the volunteer room.
Jenny has also kindly shared her propagation details for samphire:

Propagation of Samphire at Hindmarsh Island Nursery
First observe when the plants are flowering. This will help you to determine when to collect the
seed. It will depend on your location e.g. in hot northern areas collect earlier.
At Hindmarsh Island Landcare samphire is collected in April, and treated as follows:—
- Sow from winter to spring. Fresh seed is best.
- The material can be left to dry before mulching the lot, or cutting it up.
- Put the mulched samphire in a pillow case or use a cloth as a filter because the seeds are very
small. Before sowing, the material should be soaked for 8 hours, changing the water 2 or 3 times
to remove the salt. Smoke water can be used at this stage, soak for 24 hours. The material may
be dried, or left wet, and sown. Mix the potting soil as usual with fertilizer and water and make
up the trays. Spread the treated material on top of the soil, press down for good seed to soil
contact and cover with 1 layer of gravel. Keep moist by watering once or twice a day.
Germination may be slow over several weeks, so wait and see.
NOTES
Tecticornia (Halosarcia) indica – collect the cigar shaped seed cases from the ends of the stems.
T.(Halosarcia) pergranulata – Black seeds are found enclosed at the ends of the stems.
T. (Sclerostegia) arbuscula – Tall bright green shrubby plant. The whole stem can be collected.
T. (Halosarcia) halocnemoides – Low round patches near centre of saltpan. Distinctive swollen
red ends to the stems.
by Jenny Fontanot

Sowing samphire

Finished product
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Work Experience Student

Planting on Hindmarsh Island

Year 10 student Daniel Evans from Eastern Fleurieu School
Strathalbyn 7-12 Campus undertook a week’s work experience in
some of the Community Nurseries to complement his
horticultural studies. He is studying Certificate 2 in Horticulture
and became interested in the CNN when his group visited the
Clayton and Milang Nurseries
Daniel & Trish at Milang
earlier in the year. He spent two
days at Milang helping out with transplanting and a seed bank
stocktake and helped remove plant guards on the foreshore at
Clayton. We also spent a day planting on Hindmarsh Island
which gave Daniel an understandin of the works undertaken
from propagation to site planning and planting. Many thanks to
the HILG planting team for making us welcome and the Clayton
and Milang nurseries for showing Daniel the ropes.
Cross Border Community Nursery

Mount Gambier visit.

On Monday July 26th Jill Dennis and myself went to Mt
Gambier for the opening of the Cross Border Community
Nursery. The aim of the project is to grow more difficult
species which are not always included in large scale
revegetation projects. Nursery coordinator Ken Baker and his
wife visited four of our community nurseries a few months
ago for advice on nursery set up and management. The MDCA
team also fabricated the benches for their new nursery which look great. It was interesting to
hear about the projects going on in the South East and the cream puffs were amazing!
Jill and I also took the opportunity to visit the
Rows of cuttings
Australian Native Plant Wholesale Nursery who
propagate 700,000 plants per year. Jason the
manager was happy to give us a guided tour and the
scale of the operation was mind blowing with
30,000 cuttings propagated every week. They use a
ratio of 4:1 perlite to cocoa peat for their cuttings to
encourage more aeration.
All of the plant stock was exceptionally healthy with not a sick plant or cutting in sight.
They employ 27 staff and mainly propagate from cutting with the exception of species like
Lomandra and Dianella which are propagated using plant tissue culture.
Automatic potting machine

Correa cuttings
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Grey Paddock on H.I.

Site Visit Day

On Thursday 4th April members of the Community Nurseries
Network (CNN) and Goolwa to Wellington Local Action
Planning Association (GWLAP) visited 3 CLLMM planting sites.
The purpose of the day was to identify future requirements
for site planning training for the CNN as part of their long
term vision to keep the nurseries sustainable.
Aaron Cheesman (Planner & Coordinator from the GWLAP) took the opportunity to discuss
various aspects of site assessment and planning on the bus trip from Milang. The first site visited
was Grey Paddock on Hindmarsh Island. Richard Owen from the Hindmarsh Island Land Care
Group (HILG) gave us a tour of the site providing us with background information on the
connectivity of the waterways in the region, and how planting and other site management
practices have been carried out. We discussed various methods of weed control, maintaining
habitat for birds and other fauna, and plant associations suitable for different zones. We also
looked at the success of previous year’s plantings (25,000
plants in 2011 & 6,000 plants in 2012) and discussed factors
Finniss Nursery
that may have influenced better growth in different areas of
the property. It was then on to Finniss Catchment Group (FCG)
Community Nursery to have lunch and enjoy the peaceful
surroundings. Nursery Manager Helen Fenton talked to us
about the great things the FCG are doing from running Bird
Watching Workshops to weed control along the Finniss River.
We then visited a private property on the Tookayerta Creek
which was one of the first sites planted when the project began
in 2009. Will Miles (Revegetation Project Coordinator from the GWLAP) spoke to the group about
the significance of the Fleurieu Swamps and works being
Tookayerta site
undertaken to protect and rehabilitate them. This landscape
was very different to the previous site and planting was done in
rows due to the large scale of the site (25 hectares) and for
easier access to undertake weed control (Veldt grass). The last
site we visited was Council Triangle at Point Sturt where
planting began in 2011. Aaron gave us information on how the
Point Sturt District Land Care Group are actively involved with
planning and on-ground works. We discussed Ngarrindjeri Heritage significance and approval
processes, and looked at how well the lake-edge zone is regenerating with the removal of stock
and weed control. Everyone who attended enjoyed a day out in the sunshine and the opportunity
to visit different sites and discuss approaches to remediation and revegetation in the field. It was
also a good opportunity to identify and discuss successes and failures in the field-using the
knowledge within the group. Suggestions for future training in this area included a soil workshop
and how to write plans. Many thanks to Aaron for facilitating the discussion on planning and
Amelia for helping to organise the day.
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Eucalypts Feeling the Cold!
During the recent bout of cold weather some of our
Eucalyptus incrassata seedlings were suffering. The lower
leaves turned red and were falling off due to the cold
combined with low nutrition. Greg Dalton suggested that the
red colour can be counteracted to a large degree by pumping
nutrition into them with aquasol or nitroform.
Eucalyptus incrassata can be prone to leaf rot in damp
Suffering incrassata’s
weather and reducing watering along with aerating the
plants will help to alleviate problems. Some of the plants also had a white powdery substance on
the leaves which may not have been a disease (leaf rot in Eucalypts usually shows up as brown
spots) but could still be treated with a light sprinkling of tomato dust to be on the safe side. The
dust can be sprinkled on the foliage on a dewy morning so that it sticks to the leaves. Tomato
dust has a broad spectrum fungicide and an insecticide in it, and is quick and easy to apply by
sprinkling over the target batch of plants. Be careful not to breath in the dust and stand up-wind
using a face mask and gloves. If problems worsen after applying extra nutrition and tomato dust
then an application of Ban-Rot may be needed. Tomato dust was successful in eliminating leaf rot
on some Pycnantha’s at another nursery. Many thanks to Greg for his support and advice.

Pomaderris Paniculosa Propagation
Pomaderris paniculosa is a delightful small shrub that is
growing quite happily on the cliff top of Clayton Bay in pockets
of sandy soil over limestone. It is endangered in the Mt Lofty
Ranges, and we at Clayton Bay nursery were keen to add to the
numbers growing at Clayton but had a poor success rate with
cuttings of this species in the past.
After Googling the species name I phoned a nursery in Victoria
that listed this species in their available plants, and was told by
Left (seed grown) Right (cutting grown)
the Nursery Manager to forget cuttings, and that propagation
by seed was the way to go.
The plant flowers in summer and produces very small hard coated seeds, very similar looking to
some Acacia species under the magnifying glass. When seed was collected from several different
plants, we sieved the chaff from the seed through smaller and smaller sieves, and used a slow
speed cool hairdryer under the sieve to blow away any fine chaff left.
Seeds were soaked in hot (just off the boil) water for 12 hours and sown in a seed raising tray and
germination was quite quick. Some of the plants were transplanted at the end of February but as
we got busy with other tasks, others were left in the seed tray
for longer. Those transplanted earlier are ready for planting
this year. The plants propagated from seed have large leaves,
and as with many plants, look very different from those
propagated from cuttings off mature mother stock plants. The
roots systems are well developed, and the plants shouldn’t
look back when planted.
By Carole Richardson

Pomaderris from seed
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